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Why rental property description is important?

Vacation rental property descriptions should be more than just a place to check off a list of 
amenities. Your descriptions should enchant all of your guests and allow them to navigate the 
information they want most about your property quickly. These vacation rental property 
description samples will help you create irresistible and descriptive descriptions.

Adorable Art Deco Condo at the Heart of [CITY]
Enjoy your comfy stay at [LOCATION] in this idyllic, newly remodelled 
Art-Deco apartment! This house is located in the [CITY] downtown. It 
counts two suspended lofty bedrooms, a rooftop terrace and a study 
room, which is a separated workspace with panoramic views. Wi-Fi 
and parking are included. Take in all of [CITY] as you’ll be only minutes 
away from everything!
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Quaint, Oceanfront Stone House in [CITY]
Enjoy your stay at this vibrant, family-friendly retreat in the coastal 
enclave alongside the clear Mediterranean sea. Lovingly built with 
stone floors and high-beamed ceilings. Take an early morning stroll on 
the white beaches of [CITY]. Catch some rays and wander through the 
nearby farmers’ market and pick up local ingredients to later cook a 
Mediterranean meal in the fully stocked kitchen.

Luxury City Centre Loft near the [Tourist Attraction]
This quintessential loft located in the city centre is the perfect base to 
explore [CITY]. Located in a densely packed area, this ornate Avant-
guard studio has everything to make your stay memorable – Wi-Fi, 
Netflix, a washer and dryer, a queen-size bed, a well-equipped kitchen 
and tableware. Visit the [Tourist Attraction] and head back for freshly-
brewed coffee at your edgy kitchen.
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An Epic Historical Mansion in the City of [CITY NAME]
We are pleased to welcome you to [Property Name], a deluxe 
nineteenth-century estate renovated built with antique details for a 
luxurious yet charming feel, 15 minutes from [City]. Enjoy the mountain 
views from the pool, lush garden and private patio leading off the living 
area. The quietness of the countryside, the proximity of Lake [NAME] 
and the four grandiose suites will make your stay unforgettable.

Prestigious Converted Warehouse in [CITY]
Experience a bohemian [CITY] escape at this converted warehouse 
apartment that drips an alluring combination of by-gone charm and 
cutting-edge style. Just six minutes from trendy [Street], this inviting 
two-bedroom, two-bathroom apartment is ideally located for you to 
explore one of the [City’s] buzzing suburbs with ease — meaning close 
public transport and one secure parking.
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An Intimate Vanlife on the [CITY/LOCATION] Lands
A whimsical camping experience in a breathtaking and peaceful setting 
with amazing views of the [NAME] mountains. Close to beach and 
bush walks. Large 10m caravan with separate bedroom, double pull 
out bed and smaller child’s bed. Good kitchen with double hot plate 
and microwave. Suitable for couples/families/big groups with different 
tent sites available. Ablution block- shower/toilet/basin. Unlimited hot 
water. Large tent available upon request, extra cost.

A Tranquil Lakehouse with Bikes and Breakfast
A relaxing space to unwind and relax on a weekend getaway. Awake 
refreshed and ready for a day exploring [Location] in this clean, sunny 
lakehouse with impressive views. Relax in the brand new outdoor hot 
tub while stargazing under the night sky. Ride down a tree-lined street, 
read on chaise-longue, cook in our chef kitchen, and sink into the soft 
bed.
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